


Welcome to the third edition of Connected Caregiving. We wanted to start by saying, thanks 
for being here! 

So, you might be wondering, who’s behehind Connected Caregiving?

Kerra-Lee Wescombe: Publisher / Editor / Sales
 Kerra-Lee is a Mama, first and foremost. In her spare time (LOL), she is also the Director at Connect.Ed.

Having worked with children for 10+ years, she has had a broad range of experience; initially providing therapeutic 
residential care for children and young people within the child protection system. She has since worked in a consult-

ing role, supporting various early childhood education and care (ECEC) and Out of Hours School Care (OSHC) services to 
be!er understand children’s behaviours, with a particular focus on implementing trauma-informed practice.

A"er completing a handful of degrees in child development (including Psychology, Education and Therapeutic Child Play), 
the idea for Connected Caregiving magazine was born shortly a"er her son, Harlem. When speaking with other new par-

ents, Kerra-Lee became aware that they were overwhelmed with (o"en conflicting) information on parenting. The idea was 
to bridge the gap (ahem, connect) parents and the ECEC sector. 

Enter Connected Caregiving magazine ... a FREE, reliable source of evidence-based information.

Nicola Vozzo: Content Manager / Designer
Nicola currently works alongside Kerra-Lee at Connect.Ed. She is a jack-of-all-trades, working as a Child Development Prac-

titioner, as well as overseeing graphic design and resource development. 
Nicola’s background is in Psychology, where she specialised in Infant Mental Health. She has been working with parents, 
families, ECEC Educators and teachers for almost a decade, sharing her knowledge on child development, child protec-

tion as well as the importance of play and inclusion.
Her design background is somewhat new; born out of necessity while living overseas during the pandemic (and a very 
long lockdown). A second-hand iPad and YouTube tutorials meant a self-taught artist could find a creative outlet in a 
chaotic world. She began selling digital commissions to pay her rent (where there’s a will, there’s a way, right?) and 

the rest is history!

We started this magazine because we wanted a space that connected, supported, validated and educat-
ed caregivers of all different types all over South Australia. We hope between these pages you feel 

inspired, curious and rejuvenated, ready to get back out there and keep doing all the amazing 
work you’ve been doing, day in and day out. Every child needs a champion and we’re so happy 

they’ve got you.

Kerra-Lee & Nicola xxx

Connected Caregiving   /   @connectedcaregiving    /    connectedcaregiving.com.au    /    hello@connectedcaregiving.com.au

hey 
there!
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what’s 
inside

We acknowledge and honour Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people as the traditional custodians of our land. 
We acknowldge the Kaurna people as the Traditional Owners of the land on which we work. We recognise and respect 
their cultural heritage and beliefs. We also acknowledge their stories, traditions and relationship with this land. We 

are commi!ed to building a brighter future together for children who are the leaders of the future.
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who are 
caregivers?

Parents, Guardians, 

Educators, Teachers, 

Support Workers.

..or any adult in a 

caregiving role!

Connected Caregving

Magazine recognises that 

our readers are unique.

We also recognise that all 

families are unique.
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Paid parental leave is profoundly important. Bringing 
a baby home is life-changing and paid leave enables 
parents to recover from childbirth, bond with their baby 
and adjust to their new life. The caring pattern set in the 
early years persists over the course of a child’s life so 
the way that parents use that time has a huge impact 
longer term. 

It is fantastic to see the Albanese government recog-
nise the case for improving support for children and 
parents in Australia - but there is more to be done. 

The Federal government’s commitment to expand paid 
parental leave from 18 to 26 weeks by 2026 rep-
resents overdue and welcome reform that will posi-
tively impact children, parents and families.

By 2026, every family with a new baby will be able to 
access a total of 6 months paid leave, shared between 
parents. Single parents will be able to access all 26 
weeks.

For 11 years there’s been no meaningful change to 
the policy so increasing the entitlement from 18 to 26 
\JJPX�NX�F�XNLSNܪHFSY�NRUWT[JRJSY��'ZY��\MFYѣX�J[JS�

RTWJ�XNLSNܪHFSY��NX�YMJ�5WNRJ�2NSNXYJW�MNRXJQK�MFX�
XUJHNܪHFQQ^�XYFYJI�YMFY�YMNX�NX�YMJ�GFXJQNSJ���F�SFYNTSFQ�
minimum standard. This is good news because Austra-
lia has a way to go to catch up. In the Organisation for 
Economic Co-operation & Development (OECD), the av-
erage length of paid parental leave available to families 
is more than 50 weeks. Getting to 26 weeks is welcome 
but we need to go further. Ensuring that some paid pa-
WJSYFQ�QJF[J�NX�XUJHNܪHFQQ^�F[FNQFGQJ�YT�IFIX�WJUWJXJSYX�
a big step towards a more gender equal society where 
work and care can be more equitably shared.

Reforming paid parental leave is one of the key levers in 
F�LT[JWSRJSYѣX�YTTQPNY�YT�NSܫZJSHJ�HFWNSL�UFYYJWSX�XJY�
in homes and families.

By supporting parents to share the responsibilities of 
HFWJLN[NSL�NS�YMJܪ�WXY�^JFW�TK�F�HMNQIѣX�QNKJ��FS�JVZNYFGQJ�
paid parental leave policy is a gamechanger for mums, 
dads and children. It gives parents the ability to truly 
share the care. Recognising the important role that men 
can play as caregivers is key to dismantling one very 
stubborn barrier to women’s workforce participation. 
At the risk of oversimplifying, men sharing the load at 
home means women can share the load at work. 

paid 
parental 

leave
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_______________
Words: Gerogie Dent

Increasing paid parental leave 
to adequate levels enables more 

women to re-enter the workforce 
after having children and con-

tribute to the nation’s economic 
growth.

Extended paid parental leave will enhance gender 
equality through the redistribution of unpaid care and 
NSHWJFXJ�\TRJSѣX�\TWPKTWHJ�UFWYNHNUFYNTS��9MJ�GJSJܪYX�
of paid parental leave are wide-spanning - for children, 
mums and dads. 

(FWNSL�UFYYJWSX�XJY�NS�YMJܪ�WXY�^JFW�TK�F�HMNQIѣX�QNKJ�UJW-
sist, so supporting parents to share the care early leads 
to more equitable division of unpaid and paid work.

Currently, Australia offers parental leave pay of up to 18 
weeks and Dad and Partner Pay of up to 2 weeks at the 
minimum wage. The average among developed nations 
is more than 50 weeks of paid parental leave.

Australian dads take less than 20 percent of the paren-
tal leave that dads take globally which increases isola-
tion for new mothers and perpetuates the expectation 
that mums will assume the responsibility for caring. It 
creates and perpetuates the situation where mums are 
considered primarily responsible for raising children, 
while dads are primarily responsible for breadwinning.  

2JS�YFPNSL�RTWJ�UFWJSYFQ�QJF[J�NX�YJWWNܪH�KTW�HMNQI�IJ[JQ-
opment, improves the mental health of mums and the 
strength of relationships and reduces the ‘motherhood 
penalty’.

Expanding paid parental leave from 18 to 26 weeks by 
2026 is a huge win for children, parents and families - 
but it is still short of the 50+ weeks that families in the 
OECD have access to. Creating policy - and shifting 
attitudes - to ensure mums and dads in Australia have 
the opportunity to access extended paid parental leave 
is critical.

2TWJ�FKKTWIFGQJ�JFWQ^�QJFWSNSL�NX�FSTYMJW�UFWY�TK�YMJ�
challenge: ensuring that every child - regardless of their 
postcode or their family’s socioeconomic status - has 
access to quality, inclusive early childhood education 
and care is our ultimate end goal. That’s going to take a 
stack more campaigning! 

So will making sure families have access to quality, 
affordable outside school hours care and to ensure all 
parents and carers can work in a family friendly environ-
ment.  

These are the policy changes necessary to make Aus-
tralia the best place in the world to be a parent and raise 
F�HMNQI��.YѣX�FS�FZIFHNTZX�LTFQ���GZY�NYѣX�\TWYMܪ�LMYNSL�
for. 

We refuse to believe Australia cannot be world leading 
in setting children - and families - up to thrive. But it’s 
going to take more advocacy, more research, more 
campaigning and more organising.

If you want to help us keep pushing for more affordable 
early childhood education, better paid parental leave 
and more family-friendly working conditions, please 
join our community of over 75.000 supporters - we are 
stronger together!

____________________________________________
Georgie is the Executve Director at The Parenthood. You can 
�SI�TZY�RTWJ�FGTZY�YMJNW�\TWP�FY�YMJUFWJSYMTTI�TWL�FZ�TW�TSܪ
their socials.
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Australia. The lucky country, right? That is unless you’re 
one of the 174,000 children who needed child protec-
tion services last year.

In 2019–20, one in every 32 Australian children aged 
0-17 required some form of intervention for abuse or 
neglect. Regardless of race, age, ethnicity, or economic 
status, child abuse doesn’t discriminate.

2FS^�NSIN[NIZFQX�YMNSP�TK�HMNQI�SJLQJHY�FSI�FGZXJ�FX�
happening in some other family, somewhere far away.  
But, in reality, some form of neglect or physical, emo-
tional, or sexual abuse occurs to a child in every neigh-
bourhood, in every community across the country.
.Y�NX�F�HTSKWTSYNSL�YWZYM�YMFY�NS�FS�FKܫZJSY�FSI�IJ[JQ-
oped country such as Australia, some children are not 
afforded the basic rights of a safe, caring and support-
ive environment.

The deeply embedded societal attitudes about children 
in both institutions and the wider community plays a 
pivotal role in the prevalence of child abuse in Australia.
Although an uncomfortable topic for many adults to 
broach, Valuing Children Initiative (VCI) Development 
*]JHZYN[J��2FIINJ�2H1JTI��XFNI�NY�NX�XTRJYMNSL�YMFY�
needs to be spoken about more openly.

“Talking about child abuse and neglect isn’t easy 
GJHFZXJ�NYѣX�F�YTUNH�YMFY�NX�NSMJWJSYQ^�ZUXJYYNSL�ѧ�2X�2H-
1JTI�XFNI��Ѧ-T\J[JW��NYѣX�HWZHNFQ�YMFY�\J�IT�YFQP�FGTZY�
it because too many people are unaware of the preva-
lence of child abuse and neglect in our society; we must 
raise awareness to keep kids safe.”

Ѧ2TXY�UJTUQJ�ITSѣY�PST\�YMFY���NS���LNWQX�FSI���NS���
boys have experienced sexual abuse before the age 
of 15, but that is the reality in Australia. If we are to 
reduce these alarming numbers, we need more people 
to understand that most children are abused by people 
they know and trust; we need people to recognise signs 
of abuse in children and to teach protective behaviours 
from infancy.”

While some children who report abuse are supported, 
many children who speak up are often no match for the 
deeply embedded culture of protecting institutions and 
adults over believing the word of a child.

2JSYFQ�MJFQYM�FI[THFYJ��2NSL�/TMFSXTS��JSIZWJI����
years of domestic violence and child abuse at the 
MFSIX�TK�MJW�KFYMJW��2X�/TMFSXTS�WJHFQQX�XZHM�F�HZQYZWJ�
that she believes failed her as a child. “Kids that I grew 
up with who are now adults, who knew what was going 
on for me even when I didn’t know what was going on 
for me, went to the teachers of the school at the time 
and the teachers told them to mind their own business,” 
she said. “Even when other kids were going in and 
reporting … nothing was done. What do these kids learn, 
who are now adults? That nothing will be done. Best to 
just leave it alone.”

In 2016, VCI research into adult attitudes towards 
children revealed that 63 percent of respondents said 
a child’s word is less likely to be believed than that of 
an adult. “In the context of child protection this is a very 
HTSHJWSNSLܪ�SINSL�ѧ�2X�2H1JTI�XFNI�

“There are many historical examples of children not 
being believed when they disclosed abuse and neglect 
and this is unacceptable.”

 “I think organisations working with children today are 
more likely to believe children when they speak up and 
there are better policies and processes in place to pro-
YJHY�HMNQIWJS�ST\��-T\J[JW��RFS^�HMNQIWJS�FWJ�XYNQQ�STY�
believed when they speak up, or they don’t speak up at 
all because they fear they won’t be believed.”

“Put aside the stigma we already have with 
mental health, the stigma of child abuse is 
a li!le bit more because it’s this pervasive 
thing where you think you’ve done some-
thing wrong to deserve to be treated that 

way.”
- Ms Johanson

CHILD ABUSE IN AUSTRALIA:
A community responsibility

6
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Australia is a wealthy country with the capacity to en-
sure that all children have the support and opportunities 
YMJ^�SJJI�YT�WJFHM�YMJNW�KZQQ�UTYJSYNFQ��-T\J[JW��HMNQIWJS�
cannot develop coping skills and be emotionally healthy 
in abusive or neglectful environments.

 “Child safety is a community responsibility, not just the 
WJXUTSXNGNQNY^�TK�UFWJSYX�ѧ�2X�2H1JTI�XFNI��Ѧ9MNX�RJFSX�
raising awareness by having public conversations 
about an uncomfortable topic, by listening to the voices 
of children and young people, by supporting families, 
by collaborating with others working to keep children 
safe, by developing and distributing free resources for 
children, parents and teachers related to child safety 
and by contributing to policy and research related to 
child safety and wellbeing.”

An attitudinal shift that sees more adults considering 
what they can do to keep not only their own children 
but all children safe, has the potential to help to pre-
vent future child abuse and neglect. 

Director of Centrecare and Co-Founder of the VCI 
Adunct. Professor, Tony Pietropiccolo, concedes it is a 
long road but believes this attitudinal shift – combined 
with institutional change – will have long-lasting bene-
�YX�NS�HWJFYNSL�F�HZQYZWJ�\MJWJ�FQQ�HMNQIWJS�YMWN[Jܪ

“Generally, people are understandably concerned for 
their own children. They believe that there are societal 
structures to keep the children of others safe,” he said.
Ѧ-T\J[JW��YMJ�WJFQNY^�NX�YMFY�&ZXYWFQNFS�HMNQIWJS�\NQQ�TSQ^�
experience a safe and supportive community when 
we see the wellbeing of all children as our collective 
responsibility.” 

“When we commit our-
selves to creating a 
society where all children 
thrive, then children will 
not only be safer but able 
to maximise their poten-
tial.  A society that values 
children is invariably a 
successful one.”

“The con-
sequences of 

child abuse and 
associated trauma 
are severe and last 

a lifetime.”

____________________________________________
9MJ�;FQZNSL�(MNQIWJS�.SNYNFYN[J�NX�FS�TWLFSNXFYNTS�IWN[JS�G^�F�
UFXXNTS�KTW�HMNQIWJSѣX�\JQQGJNSL���9MJ^�\TWP�YT�JSXZWJ�YMFY�FQQ�
HMNQIWJS�NS�&ZXYWFQNF�J]UJWNJSHJ�YMJ�HFWNSL��XFKJ��FSI�XZUUTWYJI�
HMNQIMTTI�YMJ^�IJXJW[J��9T�XJJ�MT\�^TZ�HFS�MJQU��[NXNY�YMJNW�
\JGXNYJ��[FQZNSLHMNQIWJSNSNYNFYN[J�HTR�FZ
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Children’s brains are still developing, which is why 
XLI]�SJXIR�ҌRH�MX�HM҉GYPX�XS�QEREKI�XLIMV�ƀFMK�JIIP-
MRKWƁ��-XƁW��XLIVIJSVI��RSVQEP�JSV�XLIQ�XS�FILEZI�MR�
[E]W�XLEX�GLEPPIRKI�YW�

Often, Educators see challenging behaviour as a 
‘choice’. But, when we view children’s behaviours 
through the lens of neuroscience, we can respond 
appropriately.

Whilst neuroscience can seem complex and over-
whelming, having a basic understanding of the various 
structures and functions within the brain can equip 
Educators with the knowledge and skills to better un-
derstand children’s behaviours and support them during 
the most challenging times.

3JZWTXHNJSHJ�NX�YMJ�XHNJSYNܪH�XYZI^�TK�YMJ�SJW[TZX�
system and its functions. It’s a multidisciplinary science 
that combines anatomy, biology, chemistry and phys-
ics to help us better understand the biological basis of 
learning, memory and behaviour. We certainly don’t all 
need to become neuroscientists to work with children, 
but having a basic understanding can be helpful!

'LMPHVIRƁW�FVEMRW�HIZIPST�ƀRIYVSWIUYIR-
tially’ (which is a fancy way of saying 
XLEX�XLI]�HIZIPST�JVSQ�XLI�FSXXSQ�YT�

The Three Part Brain

3JZWTXHNJSYNXY��5FZQ�2H1JFS�IJ[JQTUJI�YMJ�HTSHJUY�TK�
the ‘triune brain’ to conceptualise brain development 
and function. The triune brain is an evolutionary theory 
of brain development that emphasises three key brain 
regions, including the brain stem, limbic system and the 
cortex. 

9MJܪ�WXY�UFWY�TK�YMJ�GWFNS�YT�IJ[JQTU�NX�YMJ�brain stem 
which is responsible for basic life functions, such as 
breathing, sucking, swallowing and regulating our body 
temperature. The limbic system is known as the ‘emo-
tional centre’ as it’s involved in emotional responses, 
memory and attachment. The cortex is known as the 
‘thinking brain’ and is involved in cognition and execu-
tive functions (such as planning, reasoning and judge-
ment). 

Whilst triune brain theory emphasises that these re-
gions function relatively independent-

ly in coping with stress, more 
recent neuroscience research 

demonstrates interde-
pendent brain networks 
whereby emotion and 
cognition work together.

............................................................................

Viewing 
Children’s Behaviour 

through the Lens of 
Neuroscience
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_______________
Words: Kerra-Lee Wescombe
____________________________________________
0JWWF�1JJ�NX�YMJ�)NWJHYTW�TK�(TSSJHY�*I��

In this session, we look at iden-
tifying early warning signs and 

working in a proactive (rather than 
E�VIEGXMZI�[E]�[LIR�WYTTSVXMRK�

children.

Scan here to learn more:

Felt Safety

‘Felt safety’ is a subjective experience of safety, which 
means that it’s different for everyone.

It’s important to remember that safety isn’t the absence 
of danger. It’s also important to remember that being 
safe does not equal feeling safe. As Educators, we 
might think we’ve created a ‘safe’ space but children 
still don’t experience felt safety. Why?

We use something called ‘neuroception’ to determine 
safety; it’s determined by the subcortical regions of 
the brain (the lower parts of our brain which sit below 
conscious awareness). This essentially means the 
cortex (or ‘thinking brain’) doesn’t have much of a say in 
telling us whether we’re experiencing felt safety or not 
(so reasoning doesn’t work).

We know that children who have experienced trauma 
are wired for survival, so this is particularly important in 
our work.

The Stress Response

The ‘stress response’ is the emergency reaction system 
of the body and exists to keep us safe.  It’s a physio-
logical reaction that occurs in response to perceived 
danger that prepares the body to handle the challeng-
es presented by an internal or external environmental 
stressor.

When all of these parts of our brain are connected and 
working together, we can remain calm and connected 
with others but, when the lower parts of the brain feel 
T[JW\MJQRJI��YMJ^�YFPJ�T[JW�FSI�\J�HFS�ѢܫNU�TZW�QNIѣ�
(Siegel, 2012). 

The ‘hand model of the brain’ shows that, when this 
happens, the cortex is no longer touching the limbic 
system, so it can’t help us remain regulated. Essential-
ly, we lose the ability to think clearly and control our 
emotions (which means we cannot reason or learn). In 
situations such as this, children can display behaviour 
that we view as ‘challenging’.

Are you struggling to make sense of some of the behaviours you’re seeing in your early learning setting?
(S�]SY�JIIP�PMOI�]SYƁVI�GSRWXERXP]�ƀTYXXMRK�SYX�WTSX�ҌVIWƁ#�

Join us online or in person for:

Understanding Children’s Behaviour

............................................................................
References:
������5JWW^��'��)�����)TGXTS��(��1���������9MJ�SJZWTXJVZJSYNFQ�RTIJQ�TK�YMJWFUJZYNHX��.S�/��)��+TWI���(��&��(TZWYTNX�*IX����9WJFYNSL�
HTRUQJ]�YWFZRFYNH�XYWJXX�INXTWIJWX�NS�HMNQIWJS�FSI�FITQJXHJSYX��8HNJSYNܪH�KTZSIFYNTSX�FSI�YMJWFUJZYNH�RTIJQX�UU�����ў������9MJ�
Guilford Press.
������8YJKKJS�57��-JILJX�)�FSI�2FYMJXTS�7�������9MJ�'WFNS�.X�&IFUYN[J�3TY�9WNZSJ��-T\�YMJ�'WFNS�7JXUTSIX�YT�9MWJFY��(MFQQJSLJ��
and Change. Front. Psychiatry 13:802606. doi: 10.3389/fpsyt.2022.802606
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/F^SJJS�8FSIJWX�NX�FS�FZYMTW��UZGQNXMJW��UWNRFW^�XHMTTQ�
YJFHMJW�FSI�F�RTYMJW�TK�YMWJJ��8MJ�NX�FQXT�UFXXNTSFYJ�
FGTZY�YJFHMNSL�HMNQIWJS�FGTZY�GTI^�XFKJY^�FSI�WJXUJHYKZQ�
WJQFYNTSXMNUX��<J�XUTPJ�YT�MJW�FGTZY�MT\�XMJ�\JFWX�84�
RFS^�MFYX�FX�\JQQ�FX�MJW�LTWLJTZX�SJ\�GTTP��.SHQZIJI�

Can you tell us something we may not know 
about you?
I grew up on a farm in southern Queensland and spent 
a great deal of my childhood riding horses. They have 
FQ\F^X�GJJS�R^ܪ�WXY�QT[J��FSI�\MJS�.ѣR�SJFW�F�MTWXJ��
I’m most at peace. 

As a child, what did you want to be when you 
grew up?
Seriously I have no idea! Although I do remember set-
ting up a library in an old laundry outside our farmhouse 
and charging our neighbours’ kids 2 cents each to read 
my books! 

Now, you’re a primary school teacher, editor, au-
thor and publisher AND a mother of three adult 
4,*"+F��,4�!,�6,2�Ĳ+!�1%"�1&*"D
I do have time now that all our girls are adults and have 
QN[JX�FSI�HFWJJWX�TK�YMJNW�T\S��-T\J[JW��\MJS�YMJ^�\JWJ�
^TZSLJW�NY�\FX�IJܪSNYJQ^�F�OZLLQJ��1ZHPNQ^��KWTR�YMJ�YNRJ�

our oldest daughter was one, I have worked on and 
off from home. And we are a very gender-equal family, 
XT�R^�UFWYSJW�FSI�.�TKYJS�YFL�YJFRJI�\MJS�2FWP�LTY�
home from work. In saying that, most nights (once the 
girls were in bed) I would work until midnight. By the 
YNRJ�TZW�^TZSLJXY�IFZLMYJW�\FX�����2FWP�\TWPJI�KWTR�
home also, so I was able to teach part-time and recon-
SJHY�\NYM�PNIX�FSI�KFRNQNJX��'JKTWJ�2FWP�FSI�.�XYFWYJI�
Educate2Empower Publishing in 2010, I wrote children’s 
WJFIJWX�ZSIJW�YMJ�SFRJ�TK�/F^�)FQJ��.ѣR�XYNQQ�\WNYNSL�
these readers and I’m leader author for the children’s 
WJFINSL�XJWNJX�*SLFLJ�1NYJWFH^��

What do you like to do when you’re not writing?
These days I look after our horses — but sadly, I don’t 
ride anymore since having a neck operation 12 years 
FLT��.�FQXT�\FQP�TZW�ITLX�J[JW^IF^�\NYM�2FWP�FSI�FGXT-
lutely love my daily yoga practice.

Can you tell us a bit about the process of writing 
���,,(D��,4�),+$�!,"0�&1�1�("�6,2H�ȩ,*�01�/1�1,�
Ĳ+&0%D
It always starts with a single idea. I might see some-
thing or hear about an issue and wonder how I could 
relay this key message to a child. Often a title will come 
to me before the internal content. Sometimes I am out 
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____________________________________________
>TZ�HFSܪ�SI�/F^SJJSѣX�GTTPX�FY�J�JUZGQNXMNSL�NSKT�OF^

“Everyone is different. And that’s ok. 
What’s important is that everyone feels in-
cluded. Being included makes us feel LOVED 

and it makes us feel SAFE”

walking, or I wake up at night and I just have to write 
down a few key sentences straightaway. Once I have 
plotted out the main message I want the child to come 
away with, I start writing. I become very obsessed and 
don’t let up until I have a general structure from begin-
ning to end. I really can’t focus on anything else. This 
takes a few days. I leave it for a day or so and then 
HTRJ�GFHP�YT�YMJܪ�WXY�IWFKY�YNRJ�FSI�YNRJ�FLFNS�T[JW�
a number of weeks. But, funnily enough, I never stray 
too far away from my initial draft. Then the editing and 
design process begins and we engage an illustrator. 
I absolutely love this part and can’t believe I am lucky 
enough to work with such wonderful creatives. Collab-
orating with designers and illustrators is a joy because 
it is actually them that bring the story to life. The whole 
process from conception to the printed book in the 
warehouse takes about 12 months. 

You’ve written LOADS of books. Do you have a 
favourite?
They are all my favourites. But if I had to pick, I would 
choose Some Secrets Should Never Be Kept which was 
R^�[JW^ܪ�WXY�GTTP�UZGQNXMJI�ZSIJW�TZW�T\S�NRUWNSY�*IZ-
cate2Empower Publishing. But I certainly have soft spot 
KTW�GTYM�-TUJ�FSI�.SHQZIJI��

I understand you began your teaching career in 
1%"�8@?A0F��Ȫ"/�4,/(&+$��0��+�"!&1,/H��21%,/��+!�
-2�)&0%"/H�6,2�/"12/+"!�1,�1"� %&+$�&+�9AA?��+!�
9AA@H��+!��)0,�!2/&+$�9A8;��+!�9A8<F��,4�%�0�
1%"�/,)"�"3,)3"!H�&+�6,2/�"5-"/&"+ "D
The one thing I’ve noticed, in particular, is children of 
the 80s could focus for far longer periods than children 

HZWWJSYQ^��-T\J[JW��NS�XF^NSL�YMFY�.�WJFQQ^�GJQNJ[J�LTTI�
teaching practice never changes. Teaching has always 
been about promoting curiosity, listening to children, 
engaging them in their learning and planning for differ-
ent learning styles. So for me, I taught creatively using 
a hands-on approach in the 80s and would still do the 
same today. I do think teachers today have more pres-
sure on them to assess their students formally. Where-
as, in the 80s, we assessed in a more informal way and 
adapted our lesson plans accordingly. I think there was 
UWTGFGQ^�RTWJܫ�J]NGNQNY^�\NYM�GTYM�FXXJXXRJSY�FSI�
planning 30 plus years ago! 

�,+$/�12)�1&,+0�,+�6,2/�+"4��,,(H��+ )2!"!F���+�
you tell us a bit about it?
The idea for Included was conceived after my youngest 
daughter, Isabelle, told me about a little boy she cares 
for who has cerebral palsy. On this particular day, she 
took him to the playground where he sat in his chair and 
watched the other kids running around and playing ball. 
No one included him in their game, and no one asked 
him if he would like to play. It really broke my heart and 
I thought to myself ‘we need a kids book that demysti-
�JX�INXFGNQNY^�FSI�YJFHMJX�HMNQIWJS�YMFY�NSHQZINSL�UJTUQJܪ
from various backgrounds and abilities is as simple 
as asking them to join in’. Included centres around six 
kids with disability but its aim is to help all children 
understand that everyone wants to feel included and 
everyone wants to belong. The reader will also come 
away with the understanding that we are all unique in 
our own special way and that’s what makes this world a 
colourful, exciting and diverse place.
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info@icanjumppuddles.com.au          (08) 7085 3999          www.icanjumppuddles.com.au

Your friend in the NDIS
I Can Jump Puddles is a leading provider of Support Coordination, Behaviour Support, Therapeutic 

Support and Early Childhood Intervention services, across metropolitan Adelaide and regional South 
Australia.

Our aim is to offer innovative support and goal-based intervention to create truly accessible and in-
FOXVLYH�FRPPXQLWLHV�ZKHUH�HYHU\�KXPDQ�EHLQJ�KDV�HTXDO�RSSRUWXQLWLHV�WR�OLYH�D�IXOƓOOHG�OLIH�

We make this happen by supporting people to “jump puddles”, see the possibilities and feel em-
powered. Working collaboratively with our clients as they achieve their goals and aspirations is what 

makes us tick.
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Our three year old daughter, Willow, is a bundle of energy, 
playfulness and imagination but she’s not always an easy 
kid. She was diagnosed with Global Development Delay and 
struggles to communicate. This caused her to lash out and 
withdraw from engaging with others out of frustration that 
MJW�QNYYQJ�[TNHJ�\FXSѣY�MJFWI�FSI�XMJ�\FX�RNXZSIJWXYTTI��-JW�
early learning centre had labelled her as a ‘bad kid’ because 
she wouldn’t socialise and would have tantrums, so we were 
worried about her transition to kindy and then school. 

On gaining our NDIS plan, we were recommended to get an 
Occupational Therapist, Speech Pathologist and Develop-
mental Educator on board. So, when we were allocated a ‘Key 
Worker’ with a background in speech pathology to cover all 
these areas we were a little hesitant.  We thought the more 
services involved, the better it would be for her, but after work-
NSL�FQTSLXNIJ�TZW�Ѣ.�(FS�/ZRU�5ZIIQJXѣ�0J^�<TWPJW��YMJWJ�\FX�
no looking back. 

It was great just having the one person to communi-
cate with, and rather than have Willow going to mul-
tiple therapists a week (all of whom she would have 
to build relationships with), the Key Worker took an 
hour a week and knew their stuff.

The Key Worker came to our house and really got to know us 
and our routines. She was always focussed on our strengths 
and the things we did well – tapping into them, building on 
them and making us feel like we could do this. 

After our initial meeting, the Key Worker connected with the 
.(/5�4HHZUFYNTSFQ�9MJWFUNXY�FSI�)J[JQTURJSYFQ�*IZHFYTW�
to learn how to best support Willow. Then they passed that 
knowledge onto us and her early learning centre. 

2^�MZXGFSI�FSI�.�KJQY�YMFY�\J�\FSYJI�RTWJ�XZUUTWY�\NYMNS�
the community, to be connected with others whose children 
INISѣYܪ�Y�YMJ�RTZQI��9MJ�0J^�<TWPJW�XZLLJXYJI�F�ѢGZWXY�TK�
learning’ session which was run by a Social Worker and con-
nected us to other families, gave us tips on how to manage 
NDIS and how to better connect with Willow. The burst of 
learning really helped us understand that we are not alone 
and we have made connections that we maintain today. 

Willow and her Key Worker had an instant connection and 
their rapport only got stronger with the more ‘wins’ she had. 
We have felt so supported in our choices for Willow’s kinder-
garten and have chosen a local small community kindy which 
can support Willow in a therapeutic way. The Key Worker is 
providing training to the kindy staff in how best to support 
Willow and transition visits have started – Willow can’t wait 
to attend! She is even attending mainstream swimming 
lessons after two terms in the 1:1 ‘I Can Splash’ Program and 
has access to visual symbols to minimise communication 
breakdowns. 

Willow’s world has 
opened up and 
she can’t wait 
to explore 
all it has to 
offer. 

Willow" Story

Early Childhood Intervention
For children aged under 8 years, we offer a Key Worker model 
of support. This is a family-centred approach where an Early 
Childhood Intervention specialist works directly with you 
and your child to identify your child’s needs and develop a 
framework of intervention strategies. We will talk with you, 
your child’s carers and visit you and your child in a variety of 
settings – at home, preschool, school, a grandparent’s home 
or anywhere in your local community. 

Bursts of Learning
'ZWXYX�TK�1JFWSNSL�FWJ�IJXNLSJI�YT�PNHP�XYFWY�F�LTFQ�YMFY�^TZ�
FSI�^TZW�HMNQI�MF[J�NIJSYNܪJI�NX�NRUTWYFSY��9MNX�NX�F�GQTHP�TK�
therapy sessions in a hub environment in your local communi-
ty. The burst is designed to equip you and your child with the 
tools needed to implement the new skills into your daily life. 

Training Packages
We offer a wide range of training packages designed by allied 
MJFQYM�UWTKJXXNTSFQX�YMFY�HFS�GJ�YFNQTWJI�YT�^TZW�XUJHNܪH�
needs. 

These training packages can be delivered to early learning 
services, schools, support workers or your child’s informal 
support network. Some of our training topics include:
• 2FSZFQ�MFSIQNSL
• 2JFQYNRJ�XZUUTWY
• Behaviour support
• Trauma informed support for children 
• Understanding emotional regulation and its impacts on 

learning and play

Assistive Technology
We focus on you and your needs to determine the low-risk 
low cost assistive technology that will allow you to become 
more independent. We will work with you to identify and trial 
the appropriate equipment and complete the supporting doc-
umentation for NDIS to approve the purchase. We are able to 
offer trials for sensory equipment and other low risk low-cost 
assistive technology items. These can include items like crash 
mats, kloud sack, lycra tunnels, climbing equipment, adaptive 
cutlery, specialised high chairs and small sensory items.

How can we support you?
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Office Early Years

_______________
Words: Jackie Bray

Every family wants to give their child the 
best start in life. A strong early years 
system and high-quality early childhood 
education and care helps them to do so, by 
supporting children to build the foundation 
to become creative, entrepreneurial, resilient 
and capable learners.

The Department for Education (department) 
recognises the vitally important role that 
families play in children’s development and 
learning as we know that well-supported 
parents who are highly engaged with the 
children help them reach their full potential. 

�"�(+,4�1%�1�1%"�Ĳ/01�8AAA�!�60�
,#��� %&)!T0�)&#"��/"� /&1& �)�#,/�1%"&/�
%"�)1%H�!"3"),-*"+1��+!�)"�/+&+$F�

This is when the brain, physical, language, 
social, emotional and cognitive develop-
ment is the fastest. 

Playgroups are an important early childhood 
service during this crucial period as re-
search demonstrates a consistent positive 
relationship between playgroup attendance 
and children’s early development.

Playgroups provide an opportunity for chil-
dren to interact with and engage in play with 
similar-aged children, and an opportunity 
for families to be connected to each other 
and their communities. They support chil-
dren’s development through sharing songs, 
rhymes, oral language, painting, drawing, 
writing, and sharing books. Playgroups can 
also facilitate referrals to other early child-
hood services as required. 

9MJ�IJUFWYRJSYѣX�Ѣ1JFWSNSL�9TLJYMJW�
Communities’ program helps families to 
engage in their children’s learning. It offers 
playgroups and parent education courses 
across South Australia, designed to support 
KFRNQNJX�NS�YMJNW�WTQJ�FX�YMJNW�HMNQIWJSѣXܪ�WXY�
teachers. This helps children’s early literacy, 

____________________________________
/FHPNJ�NX�YMJ�-JFI�TK�9MJ�4KܪHJ�KTW�YMJ�*FWQ^�
>JFWX�NS�YMJ�)JUFWYRJSY�TK�*IZHFYNTS�

The

for the

numeracy, development and engagement 
with learning. The program aims to support 
the development and wellbeing of children 
and their families, empower families to sup-
port their children’s learning and develop-
ment, provide access to quality information 
and resources, and promote and support 
positive relationships between families and 
early childhood services and schools. 

We are also partnering with Playgroup SA to 
establish more playgroups as well as mak-
NSL�NY�JFXNJW�KTW�KFRNQNJX�YTܪ�SI�YMJNW�QTHFQ�
playgroup. Families are encouraged to visit 
the Playgroup SA’s Find a Playgroup website 
YTܪ�SI�YMJNW�SJFWJXY�UQF^LWTZU��

9MWTZLM�YMJ�IJUFWYRJSYѣ�*FWQ^�1JFWSNSL�
Strategy, the South Australian Government 
NX�KZSINSL�YMJ�7FNXNSL�1NYJWFH^�&ZXYWFQNFѣX�
Early Years Taskforce, promoting the im-
portance of early childhood development 
YMWTZLM�NYX�Ѣ<TWIX�,WT\�2NSIXѣ�HFRUFNLS �
a campaign that gets straight to the heart 
of how families can help babies and young 
children thrive – through talking, reading, 
playing and singing together from birth.

�%&)!/"+�%�3"���/&$%1�1,�"!2 �-
1&,+��+!� �/"H���/&$%1�1,��  "00�1,�

%&$%K.2�)&16�0601"*0��+!�0"/3& "0�1,�
02--,/1�1%"��"01�-,00&�)"�01�/1�&+�)&#"�

M�4%�1"3"/�1%"&/��� ($/,2+!H�4%"/-
"3"/�1%"6�)&3"F 

Through leading reforms to provide local 
programs that support community priorities 
and provide strong foundations to families 
FX�YMJNW�HMNQIWJSѣXܪ�WXY�YJFHMJWX��FSI�YMWTZLM�
partnering with key stakeholders in the early 
years space, we are working together to 
ensure South Australia is the best place to 
be born and grow up.
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All parents want to do what’s best for their children. Re-
search tells us that connection, belonging and safety 
provide a solid foundation for healthy development and 
QNKJ�QTSL�QJFWSNSL��+WTR�YMJܪ�WXY�IF^X�TK�QNKJ��HTSSJHYNSL�\NYM�
a newborn baby through skin-to-skin contact and feeding 
will kick start a secure attachment process. We know the 
more we talk and sing to our newborn baby, their language 
FHVZNXNYNTS�\NQQ�GJSJܪY��

-T\�\J�HTSSJHY�FSI�GJ�UWJXJSY�\NYM�TZW�HMNQIWJS�FY�MTRJ�
HFS�MF[J�F�UWTKTZSI�NSܫZJSHJ�TS�TZW�HMNQIWJSѣX�IJ[JQTU-
RJSY��8YJUUNSL�TZYXNIJ�TZW�MTRJ�FSIܪ�SINSL�FS�FHYN[NY^�
that both your child and you can enjoy will provide early mo-
RJSYX�\MJWJ�HMNQIWJS�HFSܪ�SI�HTSܪIJSHJ�NS�YMJRXJQ[JX�

The market is saturated with opportunities for communi-
ty-based activities to support children’s development. The 
number of options can be overwhelming, and parents can 
be left with many questions including “what is the best thing 
for my baby/child?” and “what is the best value for money 
as some of these activities are so expensive?”. 

Children are able to explore and navigate the environment 
around them in a safe space, with their parent/caregiver 
nearby. The magic of playgroup reveals itself to children 
with many opportunities to experiment through new and 
exciting activities for their development. From sensory 
play with gloop or playdough, to a range of arts and crafts, 
kicking a ball outside, or dressing up and pretending to be a 
character - children have so much fun at playgroup.  

With so many products that come to our attention as par-
ents, it can feel overwhelming and be easy to forget that the 
most important thing we can do to support our children’s 
IJ[JQTURJSY�NX�KWJJ ܪ�SINSL�YNRJ�YT�HTSSJHY�\NYM�TZW�HMNQ-
dren. Being truly present and connected will create a sense 
TK�XFKJY^�KTW�HMNQIWJS��FSI�YMJ�WJXY�\NQQܫ�T\�KWTR�YMJWJ��

Playgroup offers the best opportunity for free, unstructured 
UQF^��\MJWJ�HMNQIWJS�\NQQܪ�SI�YMJNW�NIJSYNY^�NS�HTRRZSNY^�FSI�
explore the wonder that is the world around them.

Play Group

_______________
Words: Craig Bradbrook

____________________________________
(WFNL�NX�YMJ�(*4�TK�5QF^LWTZU�8&

The benef i ts  of

�)�6$/,2-�,Ȭ"/0���2+&.2"�,--,/12+&16�#,/�"+%�+ &+$�
�))�!,*�&+0�,#�!"3"),-*"+1F
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The Connected Beginnings early years program is mak-
ing progress in closing the gap by assisting Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander families access culturally safe 
early childhood services and supports.

Connected Beginnings currently operates at 33 sites 
around the country and, under additional investment 
from the Commonwealth Government, will expand to a 
total of 50 sites by 2025.

SNAICC – National Voice for our Children, was ap-
pointed as Community Partner for the program by the 
)JUFWYRJSY�TK�*IZHFYNTS�NS�/ZSJ�������

Connected Beginnings is targeted to children from birth 
to school age, and pregnant women. It aims to give chil-
dren the support needed to help them meet the learning 
and development milestones that ensure a smooth 
start to formal schooling.

It has a strong place-based approach and is communi-
ty-led, with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander families 
and communities having a direct say in how activities 
are determined and delivered. It is jointly funded with 
YMJ�)JUFWYRJSY�TK�-JFQYM�

The program supports all Closing the Gap priority re-
forms and focuses on three targets:

SNAICC’s role is to work with existing sites to determine 
what supports they need to improve outcomes for 
children in their region, facilitating transition to Aborig-
inal-community controlled backbone services where 
required.

83&.((ѣX�YJFR�FQXT�\TWPX�\NYM�NIJSYNܪJI�HTRRZSNYNJX�
to establish new Connected Beginnings sites, assess-
ing and developing community readiness, guided by 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander knowledge and 
leadership.

A key focus of the Community Partner role is to facili-
tate ongoing networking and learning across the sites.
9T�FXXNXY�YMNX��YMJܪ�WXY�3FYNTSFQ�,FYMJWNSL�\NYM�83&-
ICC as the Community Partner was held last month 
NS�2JFSONS�'WNXGFSJ��\NYM�RTWJ�YMFS�����UJTUQJ�KWTR�
Connected Beginnings sites across the country sharing 
experiences and developing knowledge.

South Australian sites include: Ceduna, Port Augusta 
and Salisbury/Playford.

Connected Beginnings
SNAICC new Community Partner for

SNAICC’s National Gathering, 2022

Target 1
Children are born healthy and strong

Target 2
Children are engaged in high quality, 

culturally appropriate early childhood 

education

Target 3
Children thrive in their early years

____________________________________________
83&.((�NX�YMJ�SFYNTSFQ�STS�LT[JWSRJSYFQ�UJFP�GTI^�KTW�
&GTWNLNSFQ�FSI�9TWWJX�8YWFNY�.XQFSIJW�HMNQIWJS��9MJ^�\TWP�KTW�YMJ�
KZQܪQRJSY�TK�YMJ�WNLMYX�TK�TZW�HMNQIWJS��NS�UFWYNHZQFW�YT�JSXZWJ�
YMJNW�XFKJY^��IJ[JQTURJSY�FSI�\JQQ�GJNSL�
+TW�FS^�NSVZNWNJX�FGTZY�(TSSJHYJI�'JLNSSNSLX��UQJFXJ�HTSYFHY�
YMJ�YJFR�FY�83&.((�FY�HTSSJHYJIGJLNSSNSLX%XSFNHH�TWL�FZ�
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Cedars - Unley - 8373 4599
Chancery Lane - CBD - 8223 7323

Echoes - Modbury - 8164 6999
Jescott - Magill - 8332 2090

Lilliput Village - Maylands - 8333 3337
Little Oxford - Unley - 7009 4588

Rosemont House - Norwood - 8331 4020

���N������	�����N���N��

SA Montessori

is  a group of 7

early learning

centres,  providing

children with a

safe,  nurturing &

inspiring 'home

away from home'

since 1989.

Qual ity chi ld carewith options ٫ from6 months to6 years -  stunningfaci l i t ies , ٫ inspir ingresources &supportive staff . ٫

Except ionalear ly  learn ingprogramsdel ivered  byhighly-sk i l led& qual i f ied ٫educators . ٫
٪

Family

owned &

operated

Car in g  for
ch i ldren ,

th e i r  fami l ies
an d our

community. ٫
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Our investment in the early years should deliver a triple 
dividend to the nation – improving outcomes for chil-
dren, supporting workforce participation and boosting 
the economy. Major new commitments from Common-
wealth, State and Territory governments recognise that 
there is more work to be done if we are to fully realise 
the promise of this investment.

Recent Commonwealth and State announcements
TK�XNLSNܪHFSYQ^�NSHWJFXJI�KZSINSL�TS�YMJ�(MNQI�(FWJ�
Subsidy, preschool programs, infrastructure and
capacity increases as well as workforce sustainability,
are important steps to address the affordability and ac-
cessibility of high-quality early childhood education and 
care. These commitments are critical building blocks to 
achieving the shared vision of universal provision.

Universal early childhood education and care should 
provide the backbone of an integrated early childhood 
development system. It is the much-needed starting 
point for long-term, nation building work to turn what is 
currently a complex and fragmented approach to the 
early years into a system that meets the needs of all 
children and families, regardless of where they live or 
their circumstances.

'ZY�YMJ�KZQQ�GJSJܪY�TK�YMJXJ�HTRRNYRJSYX�\TSѣY
be achieved if departments and governments act
in isolation. To deliver a high quality system that is 
underpinned by a valued and highly skilled workforce, 
that brings together the range of services children and 

families need and can respond to children who need 
additional support, Commonwealth, State and Territory 
governments must work in collaboration. Strong in-
centives must also ensure all relevant Commonwealth 
agencies work together to secure that triple dividend.

Now is the time for all governments to work in partner-
ship, with the sector and communities, to put the foun-
dations in place for a new approach to early childhood 
development in Australia – a high quality, universal 
system that delivers for all children, for all families and 
the economy.

The Commonwealth Government has committed to 
increased investment in the Child Care Subsidy com-
bined with mechanisms to improve transparency and 
regulation of the price of child care and the relationship 
GJY\JJS�XJW[NHJ�KJJX��UWTܪYX��\FLJX�FSI�HTSINYNTSX��
9MJXJ�FWJ�NRUTWYFSYܪ�WXY�XYJUX�YT�FIIWJXXNSL�YMJ�
affordability and accessibility of early childhood edu-
HFYNTS�FSI�HFWJ��FSI�YT�FHMNJ[NSL�YMJ�5WNRJ�2NSNXYJWѣX�
vision of universal child care.

A staged reform process enables this down payment 
investment to be made now, while the key features of 
high-quality, universal early childhood education and 
care that meets the needs of all children and families 
are put in place, in partnership with States and Territo-
ries. This work builds on previous national collaborative 
efforts and existing investments in the National Quality 
+WFRJ\TWP�FSI�*FWQ^�>JFWX�1JFWSNSL�+WFRJ\TWP�

Starting Now
!e "rst steps to delivering the best early childhood system for Australia
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A staged approach also means governments can start 
now on the urgent action needed to build the strong 
workforce pipeline required to deliver a high quality, 
universal system.

This will enable universal early childhood education and 
care to be the backbone of a broader universal early 
childhood development system that delivers the holistic 
range of services and supports that help all young chil-
IWJS�FSI�KFRNQNJX�YTܫ�TZWNXM�WJLFWIQJXX�TK�\MJWJ�YMJ^�
live and their circumstances.

Following 2021’s 
Starting Better report 
which provided a long-
term vision for the best 
early childhood system 
for Australia, Starting 
Now gives leaders a 
roadmap with concrete 
achievable steps over 
the next 12 months.

!"#$%&'(#)*(#*'+%*
%,-./*/%,-&*(&*'+%*&0,-'1
%&'*(#$%&'0%#'*'+,'*2%*3,#*
0,4%*56-*3+(.7-%#8*260%#9&*
26-456-3%*:,-'(3(:,'(6#*

,#7*'+%*%36#60/;<

1.
2.
3. 

Now is the time to reap the triple dividend from our 
NS[JXYRJSY�NS�YMJ�JFWQ^�^JFWX�9MJWJ�NX�XNLSNܪHFSY�RT-
mentum for change from families, business and early 
childhood services, which is matched by the priorities of 
Commonwealth, State and Territory governments. This 
is the opportunity for governments to work together, 
with the sector and communities, to achieve ambitious, 
nation building reform – a universal, high-quality early 
childhood development system on which every family 
can rely.

&HYNTS�YT�LN[J�UFWJSYX�YMJ�HTSܪIJSHJ�YT�GFQFSHJ�\TWP�FSI�MTRJ�G^�JSXZWNSL�JIZHFYNTS�FSI�HFWJ�NX�F[FNQ-
able and affordable. This includes: Accelerated changes to subsidy arrangements, ensuring all families can 
FHHJXX�FY�QJFXY���IF^X�F�\JJP�TK�HFWJ��RJFXZWJX�YMFY�JSXZWJ�UZGQNH�XUJSINSLܫ�T\X�YMWTZLM�YT�KFRNQNJX��
educators and teachers, and smarter spending coordination between governments.

Action on rewarding, secure early childhood careers so children and families can work with early childhood 
professionals they know and trust. This includes appropriate valuation of early educators’ work, making 
JFWQ^�HMNQIMTTI�HFWJJWX�F�UWNTWNY^�FY�YMJ�SFYNTSFQ�/TGX�FSI�8PNQQX�XZRRNY��F�YWNUFWYNYJ�INFQTLZJ�GJY\JJS�
unions, employers and government, training incentives for early childhood careers, and lifelong learning for 
early childhood professionals

A national mission for a universal early childhood system. This includes a formal agreement between First 
2NSNXYJWX�YT�\TWP�YTLJYMJW�TS�F�ZSN[JWXFQ�JFWQ^�HMNQIMTTI�X^XYJR��F�WJKTWR�YFXP�KTWHJ�YT�NRUQJRJSY�NY��F�
special commissioner to lead a Productivity Commission review into a universal early childhood education 
and care, and long-term funding agree

There are three key areas our leaders should focus on to take this opportunity:

Learn more:
9T�WJFI�RTWJ�FGTZY�YMJ�IJHFIJ�QTSL�WJKTWR�YMFY�HFS�UZY�
TZW�SFYNTS�TS�YWFHP�KTW�F�GWNLMYJW���XY�HJSYZW^�FSI�RFPJ�
&ZXYWFQNF�YMJ�GJXY�UQFHJ�NS�YMJ�\TWQI�YT�GJ��FSI�WFNXJ��F�
HMNQI��[NXNY�cpd.org.au
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ADELAIDE LACTATION

Wescombe Electrical is proudly South Australian 
owned and operated. Our team is dedicated to 
providing Adelaide with high quality electrical 

and solar services. We were recently announced 
by the Australian Small Business Champion 

Awards as the state winners in customer 
service for the Building Services & Supplies 

category (two years in a row!)

wescombeelectrical.com.au

Our resources are thoughtfully designed to 
encourage connection; between children and 
caregivers, children to their peers, and even a 
strong connection to self. Our resources were 
made to create an environment characterised 
by predictability and consistency, as well as to 

assist caregivers with teaching important skills, 
such as emotional literacy and regulation. 

connecteducation.info/shop

CONNECT.ED ONLINE STOREWESCOMBE ELECTRICALBRANCH INTO MUSIC

'WFSHM�.SYT�2ZXNH���F�UQFHJ�\MJWJ�JIZHFYTWX�
and families are supported to make meaningful 
music with their early learners. Gain the reper-
YTNWJ��WJXTZWHJX�FSI�GTTXY�NS�HTSܪIJSHJ�^TZ�
need to bring more music into your program, 

enabling you to connect with your children, pro-
mote healthy brain development and encourage 

emotional intelligence.

branchintomusic.online

We want to make family holidays as easy as 
possible. We specialise in hiring travel strollers, 
portacots, travel accessories and pram travel 

bags. 
Whether you’re planning a holiday, wanting to 

try before you buy or hosting friends in Adelaide 
��\J�MF[J�^TZ�HT[JWJI��-TQNIF^X�FWJ�FQWJFI^�

expensive, so this is a great cost-effective way 
to travel (and environmentally friendly!)

holiday-travel-hire.booqable.shop

HOLIDAY TRAVEL HIRE

Al Dough creates handmade natural playdough; 
fresh to order, full of natural ingredients and 

no nasties. Al Dough is a great activity for little 
TSJX�YT�GZNQIܪ�SJ�RTYTW�XPNQQX��J]UQTWJ�XJSXTW^�

preferences and develop regulation skills. 
8YWJSLYMJSNSLܪ�SLJWX��MFSIX�FSI�\WNXYXѰ�FQQ�

while being creative. Al Dough can be person-
alised to your theme, making the perfect gift or 

addition to party bags.

@al_dough

AL DOUGH PLAYDOUGH

+TZSIJI�G^�2JLFS��F�7JLNXYJWJI�3ZWXJ��
-^USTGNWYMNSL�UWFHYNYNTSJW��.SYJWSFYNTSFQ�'TFWI�

(JWYNܪJI�1FHYFYNTS�(TSXZQYFSY�.'(1(��FSI�
2JINHFWJ�*SITWXJI�2NI\NKJ��<NYM�T[JW����

years experience in providing care throughout 
pregnancy, birth and beyond, you can trust 

2JLFS�KTW�^TZW�UWJLSFSH^�HFWJ��UTXY�GNWYM�HFWJ��
QFHYFYNTS�XZUUTWY�FSI�-^USTGNWYMNSL�&ZXYWFQNF�

courses.

adelaidelactation.com

S m a l l  B i z  S p o t l i g h t
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The Minister for Early Childhood Education

____________________________________
&SSJ�NX�YMJ�2NSNXYJW�KTW�*FWQ^�(MNQIMTTI�*IZHFYNTS

A word from

One of the key things we can do to help Australian chil-
dren thrive, and something the Albanese Government 
has already taken important steps to achieve, is to 
improve access to early childhood education and care.

Children who participate in high-quality early learning 
programs have better educational outcomes, including 
improved literacy and numeracy skills, greater school 
retention and higher graduation rates.

9MJ^�FWJ�FQXT�RTWJ�QNPJQ^�YTܪ�SI�JRUQT^RJSY�FSI�JFWS�
higher incomes as adults.

Every child deserves the opportunity to become the 
best they can be, and this starts with early learning.

We know, 90 per cent of children’s brain development 
THHZWX�NS�YMJܪ�WXYܪ�[J�^JFWXџUWT[NINSL�YMJ�GZNQINSL�
blocks for things like self-regulation, problem solving, 
communication and self-esteem. 

This is why it’s crucial we invest in our children over the 
early years, ensuring we get the foundations right to 
avoid more costly interventions later in life.

We know children who experience disadvantage in 
their early years are less likely to meet devel-

opmental milestones. 

Children from disad-
vantaged backgrounds 

who start school 
developmentally vulner-

able are also less likely to 
‘catch up’ and unfortunate-

ly are less likely to reach 
their full education potential.

-T\J[JW��\J�HFS�WJHYNK^�YMNX��
Studies show that learning 
outcomes for children in 
>JFW���FWJ�XNLSNܪHFSYQ^�
better among those that 
attended high-quality 
preschool, and this is more 
pronounced in children 
from disadvantaged back-
grounds.

9MJ�GJSJܪYX�TK�FYYJSINSL�MNLM�VZFQNY^�JFWQ^�HMNQIMTTI�
education and care can be seen throughout a child’s 
life. It is literally life changing.

That is why I’m particularly proud of our initiatives to 
make early childhood education and care more afford-
able and accessible for around 1.26 million Australian 
families.

Our measures will make early childhood education and 
HFWJ�RTWJ�FKKTWIFGQJ��JFXNSLܪ�SFSHNFQ�XYWFNS�TS�MTZXJ-
holds by reducing out-of-pocket costs while also better 
supporting families to increase their workforce partici-
pation should they wish to do so.

But perhaps most importantly, it will allow more 
children to engage more often with life-changing early 
learning opportunities.

Our landmark reform will also provide a base level of 
36 hours per fortnight of subsidised early education for 
First Nations children.

9MJXJ�HMFSLJX�\NQQ�GJSJܪY�FWTZSI������+NWXY�3FYNTSX�
families and represent a positive step in our efforts to 
Close the Gap.

Because a child’s education and career opportunities 
should not be dictated by where they are born or the 
colour of their skin.

Our Government is ensuring every Australian child 
with the best possible education opportunities, 
and that begins with enabling access to high-qual-
ity early childhood education and care during the 
HWZHNFQܪ�WXYܪ�[J�^JFWX�TK�QNKJ�

_______________
Words: Dr Anne Aly
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Study Children’s Education and Care.

Help create a positive learning foundation for the 
next generation. Study early childhood education 
and care, or school-based education support at 
TAFE SA. 

Gain the skills to work with young children and 
their families or, acquire the knowledge to assist 
teachers and students across a range of settings 
including in primary and high schools.  

If you want to step up in your career, complete 
a diploma in early childhood education and care 
to position yourself as director, team, or 
educational leader.  

Apply now and start in 2023.

TAFESA.EDU.AU/CHILDREN
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Keeping children safe online is critical 
in our technological climate. The rapid 
rise of children using social media, 
particularly amid COVID-19, further 
increases online risks and provides 
greater opportunities for predators to 
access and exploit our youngest and 
most vulnerable citizens. Predators 
use these social networks, including 
gaming chat, to approach children for 
the purpose of exploiting them sexu-
ally. The globalisation of the internet 
and the continuous increase in inter-
net access have seen a correspond-
ing upwards trend in online child 
sexual exploitation cases by police. 

We know that child sexual abuse 
is most commonly perpetrated by 
people known to the children, howev-
er online child sexual abuse and child 
sexual exploitation is rapidly increas-
ing and is frequently perpetrated by 
strangers. Despite child protection 
efforts so far, children continue to fall 
victim to predators. New research 
from the University of South Australia 
is working to protect children from 
potential online sexual perpetrators 
by investigating the language and be-
haviours that online predators use to 
develop relationships, gain trust and 
secure secrecy during opening chat 
sequences. The research will focus 
on initial online contact and prelimi-
nary nonsexual interactions to better 
understand strategies used by online 
predators.

Funded by Westpac Australia’s Safer 
Children, Safer Communities grants, 
the research team will work with po-
lice to source data comprising online 
conversations between children and 
HTS[NHYJI�UWJIFYTWX��2FS^�UWJIFYTWX�
go straight to the point and immedi-
ately engage in sexually-oriented inter-
action, as highlighted by the research 
TK�5T\JQQ�FSI�7TZXJ��������-T\-
ever, the more deceptive predators, 
those who start out pretending to be 
children and/or friends, use ‘getting to 
know you’ behaviours which appear 
to be normal, non-predatory conversa-
tions. They talk about what they might 
have in common, through discussion 
of shared experiences, preferred 
leisure activities, and personal 
interests. To an unsuspecting child, 
these conversations seem perfectly 
innocent, but the child may inadver-
tently provide information which may 
lead to the predator locating them or 
manipulating them. 

Research also shows that for per-
petrators to extract personal infor-
mation from their victim, they may 
reveal personal information about 
themselves, for example, their foot-
ball club, the school they go to, and 
so on. Children often reciprocate, 
which is socially expected when 
engaging in a conversation. 

Keeping Children 
Safe Online
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information, this research will help 
identify how predators gain children’s 
trust in the very early stages of online 
interaction” Dr Tudini says.

Ѧ+TW�J]FRUQJ��\J�RF^ܪ�SI�YMFY�
UWJIFYTWX�FWJ�ZXNSL�XUJHNܪH�LWTTRNSL�
language and behaviours to encour-
age children to move to ‘safer’ online 
spaces such as Snapchat, where their 
conversation leaves no record. 

“By tracking and examining these 
online conversations, we will deliver 
evidence-based information that can 
inform child protection authorities 
and contribute to educate children 
and protective adults on this type of 
online abuse.”

_______________
Words: Dr Enza Tudini & Dr 
Lesley-Anne Ey

____________________________________
)W�*S_F�9ZINSN�5M) �'&�MTSX���NX�YMJ�5WTLWFR�
)NWJHYTW�NS�1FSLZFLJX�FY�*IZHFYNTS�+ZYZWJX��:SN-
[JWXNY^�TK�8TZYM�&ZXYWFQNF��)W�*S_F�XUJHNFQNXJI�NS�
FUUQNJI�QNSLZNXYNHX�FSI�TSQNSJ�NSYJWFHYNTS�
8MJ�NX�F�RJRGJW�TK�(JSYWJ�KTW�7JXJFWHM�NS�
*IZHFYNTSFQ�FSI�8THNFQ�.SHQZXNTS��
 
)W�1JXQJ^�FSSJ�*^�5M) �'*(*�MTSX���NX�F�
8JSNTW�1JHYZWJW�FSI�7JXJFWHMJW�FY��*IZHF-
YNTS�+ZYZWJX��:SN[JWXNY^�TK�8TZYM�&ZXYWFQNF��)W�
1JXQJ^�FSSJ�*^�XUJHNFQNXJX�NS�MFWRKZQ�XJ]ZFQ�GJ-
MF[NTZW��XJ]ZFQNXFYNTS�TK�HMNQIWJS�RJINF���HMNQI�
UWTYJHYNTS��FSI�GZQQ^NSL�NS�JFWQ^�HMNQIMTTI��8MJ�NX�
F�RJRGJW�TK�(JSYWJ�KTW�7JXJFWHM�NS�*IZHFYNTSFQ�
FSI�8THNFQ�.SHQZXNTS�FSI�FS�FKܪQNFYJ�RJRGJW�TK�
YMJ�&ZXYWFQNFS�(JSYWJ�KTW�(MNQI�5WTYJHYNTS�

The danger is that the manipulation 
strategies perpetrators use often 
initiate children to engage in ’wrong’ 
behaviours and children are often in 
way too deep before they realise what 
is actually happening. For example, 
once a child has shared images of 
themselves with no shirt on or in their 
underwear, the perpetrator has power.  

Once an evidence base is obtained, 
the project aims to raise community 
awareness and educate children, par-
JSYX�FSI�UWTYJHYN[J�FIZQYX�TS�XUJHNܪH�
chat sequences and language and 
behaviours perpetrators use during 
initial interactions. By presenting them 
with a mirror of their own interactions, 
it is expected that children will be 
more cognisant to online risks and 
more responsive to child protection 
efforts. UniSA researchers, Dr Enza 
9ZINSN��FSI�)W�1JXQJ^�&SSJ�*^�XF^�YMFY�
YMJܪ�SINSLX�\NQQ�FQXT�IJQN[JW�SJ\�QNS-
guistic indicators to help better moni-
tor, identify and apprehend suspects.

“Child online exploitation is an ev-
er-increasing concern. While previous 
studies have focussed on establishing 
TKKJSIJW�UWTܪQJX�GFXJI�TS�HFXJܪ�QJ�

Data from 
eSafety – Australia’s 

national independent reg-
ulator for online safety – shows 
that one in four children (aged 

8-12 years) and one in two teenagers 
(aged 13-17 years) have talked to a 

stranger online, with around 25 per 
cent of all young people having 

made friends with someone 
they met on the internet 

in the past year.



At Nido Early School, Pennington, we’ve been fortunate 
enough to have received some incredible mentoring 
and training from Connect.Ed throughout 2022. The 
support was aimed at educating our team to better 
ZSIJWXYFSI�HMNQIWJSѣX�GJMF[NTZWX�FSI�XUJHNܪHFQQ^��
understanding the impact that developmental trauma 
can have. 

We chose to enlist the support of Connect.Ed for a 
variety of reasons. All educators in our team said that, 
IJXUNYJ�YMJNW�QFHP�TK�HTSܪIJSHJ�NS�YMNX�FWJF��YMJ^�\JWJ�
committed to learning more so that they could sup-
port all children in our care. With this commitment and 
passion for learning in mind, we used the Innovative 
8TQZYNTSX�8ZUUTWY�KZSINSL�XYWJFR�UWT[NIJI�G^�.)+2��
to enlist the help of the amazing services that Connect.
Ed could provide. Whilst creating our application for the 
Innovative Solutions Support funding, it showed us ex-
actly why some of our staff were struggling and wanted 
to further their understanding. As a centre we have 

a high proportion of children who have experienced 
developmental trauma, a high percentage of educators 
\TWPNSL�NS�YMJNWܪ�WXY���^JFWX�\NYMNS�YMJ�JFWQ^�HMNQIMTTI�
sector, and a very culturally diverse centre, with many 
KFRNQNJX�FSI�JIZHFYTWX�MF[NSL�J]UJWNJSHJI�XNLSNܪHFSY-
ly different ways of supporting children through be-
havioural challenges. 

As a centre, we became united in becoming pro-active 
with the hurdles that we were facing, and together, with 
the help of educators and leaders within the service, our 
Innovative Solutions Support funding was granted. Be-
fore we knew it, it was time to begin the project and the 
Connect.Ed team came to observe our existing practice 
across the rooms and to develop a training and mento-
ring program that was tailored to the unique needs of 
our centre.  

As quickly as the project began, our educators soon 
became experts in brain development. They were 
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Service Spotlight
Early Childhood Education and Care 

NIDO early school PENNINGTON

The best thing we could have done as a 
centre. 

Kerra-Lee, Chloe and Connect.Ed have provided training 
and insight that has improved all areas of communicating 
and responding to the children in our care. You can hear 

and see the effect this learning has had on our centre. I re-
ally hope to continue our relationship with Connect.Ed and 

engage in further professional development. So worth it!
- Ash, Early Childhood Educator
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equipped with strategies for behavioural support, they 
\JWJ�HTSܪIJSY�NS�HT�WJLZQFYNTS��FSI�YMJ^�MJQI�FS�ZSIJW-
standing of the complexities of developmental trauma. 

In front of our eyes, educator practice was evolving. 
5WJ[NTZXQ^�\J�MFI�XJJS�JIZHFYTWX�GJHTRJܫ�ZXYJWJI�
in challenging situations, but now, educators stated 
YMFY�YMJ^�\JWJ�ѦRTWJ�HTSܪIJSY�FUUWTFHMNSL�HMNQIWJS�
with challenging behaviours” than they were before the 
Connect.Ed program, and it’s clear that this newfound 
HTSܪIJSHJ�NX�XMNSNSL�YMWTZLM�YMJ�HJSYWJ�FX�F�\MTQJ��

There were many take away moments that have now 
become embedded here at Nido Pennington. One 
XUJHNܪHFQQ^�NX�YMJ�UMWFXNSL�YMFY�JIZHFYTWX�ZXJ�\MJS�
supporting children through challenging moments. Con-
SJHY�*I�WJKJW�YT�YMNX�FX�Ѣ1NRNY�8JYYNSLѣ�1FSIWJYM���������
which involves the following 3 steps: acknowledge 
the child’s feelings, communicate the limit and traget 
acceptable alternatives. This 3 step approach has not 
only been shared amongst the team, but with families 
too, and the feedback from families has likewise been 
fantastic, with one parent stating that “I have taken on 
SJ\�QFSLZFLJ�FSIܪ�SI�R^XJQK�ZXNSL�NY�RTWJ�HTSܪIJSYQ^�
at home with my children…and it works!”

With all of this said, without doubt our most beauti-
ful learning has come through developing the art of 
‘co-regulation’ between educators and children. We all 
know that, when children become distressed or frus-
trated, it can be hard on adults too. Connect.Ed taught 
us so many strategies to use in these moments; from 
Ѧ-TY�(MTHTQFYJ�'WJFYMNSLѧ�FSI�Ѧ+N[J�+NSLJW�'WJFYMNSLѧ�
YT�Ѧ<FQQ�5ZXM�:UXѧ�FSI�UWFHYNHNSL�YMJ�Ѧ'ZYYJW�5^ܫTXJѧ��
there really has been a strategy given to meet each 
HMNQIѣX�SJJIX��4ZW�2NSIKZQ�2TRJSYX�MF[J�GJHTRJ�
focus points within our day, which has meant that our 
children are more in tune with their own feelings and 
emotions. In our Kinder 2 Room, our children ask to 
have mindfulness time when they can feel they’re be-
coming overwhelmed. It’s truly been a beautiful journey 
to witness. 

&X�XYFYJI�G^�TZW�1JFIJWXMNU�9JFR��FHHJXXNSL�YMNX�YWFNS-
ing and mentoring has been “the best thing we could 
have done” and, knowing that we’re better connected 
to our children in these challenging times is such a re-
warding feeling. It’s changed the whole dynamic of the 
centre, and we’re so proud of how far we’ve come as a 
community. We can not thank Connect.Ed enough for 
the impact this training has had on our centre.

____________________________________________
0FYMFWNSJ�NX�YMJ�(JSYWJ�)NWJHYTW�FY�3NIT�*FWQ^�8HMTTQ�5JSSNLYTS

_______________
Words: Katharine Pearson

9MJ�.SST[FYN[J�8TQZYNTSX�8ZUUTWY�.88��KZSINSL�NX�F[FNQFGQJ�
YMWTZLM�YMJ�.SHQZXNTS�8ZUUTWY�5WTLWFR�.85��YT�FXXNXY�JQNLNGQJ�
JFWQ^�HMNQIMTTI�JIZHFYNTS�FSI�HFWJ�XJW[NHJX�YT�KZSI�NSST[FYN[J��
�J]NGQJ�FSI�WJXUTSXN[J�XTQZYNTSX�YT�GFWWNJWX�YT�NSHQZXNTS�FSIܫ
JRGJI�NSHQZXN[J�UWFHYNHJX�

.SST[FYN[J�8TQZYNTSX�8ZUUTWY�UWT[NIJXܫ�J]NGQJ�KZSINSL�YT�
JRUT\JW�XJW[NHJX�YT�HFWJKZQQ^�HTSXNIJW�YMJNW�NSHQZXNTS�HMFQ-
QJSLJX�FSI�YFPJ�TS�FS�FHYN[J�WTQJ�NSܪ�SINSL�XTQZYNTSX�FSI�GZNQI�
YMJNW�HFUFHNY^�FSI�HFUFGNQNY^�YT�NSHQZIJ�HMNQIWJS�\NYM�FIINYNTSFQ�
needs.
+TW�RTWJ�NSKTWRFYNTS�FGTZY�YMJ�KZSINSL��UQJFXJ�HTSYFHY�YMJ�
8TZYM�&ZXYWFQNF�.SHQZXNTS�&LJSH^ inclusion@gowriesa.org.au 

(TSSJHY�*I�HFS�XZUUTWY�JFWQ^�HMNQIMTTI�JIZHFYNTS�FSI�HFWJ�
XJW[NHJX�YT�NRUQJRJSY�YWFZRF�NSKTWRJI�UWFHYNHJ��ZXNSL�F�
WJLZQFYTW^�FSI�WJQFYNTSXMNU�GFXJI�FUUWTFHM��9MNX�FUUWTFHM�
NX�INKKJWJSY�YT�F�ѢYWFINYNTSFQѣ�GJMF[NTZW�RFSFLJRJSY�FUUWTFHM�
FSI��NSXYJFI��KTHZXJX�TS�XZUUTWYNSL�HMNQIWJS�YT�WJLZQFYJ�YMJNW�
JRTYNTSFQ�J]UJWNJSHJX�ZXNSL�YMJNW�JRTYNTSFQ�HTSSJHYNTS�\NYM�
Educators.

+TW�RTWJ�NSKTWRFYNTS�FGTZY�FHHJXXNSL�XZUUTWY�KWTR�(TSSJHY�
*I��UQJFXJ�HTSYFHY�admin@connecteducation.info 

It has given me deeper information about the 
starting development of children and how this 
effects children in different ways. I feel I be"er 

understand some of the challenging behaviours 
that I have come across and have different ideas 
on how to approach these. I enjoyed the discus-

sions we all had as groups and teams. 
- Michelle, Early Childhood Educator

The strategies shared by the speaker and 
our colleagues were very practical. I learned 

how to always think from the children’s or 
families’ perspective before making decisions 

or judgement. 
– Gloria, Early Childhood Educator

It has made me more aware of looking more into 
the reasoning behind the children’s behaviours 

and using the 3 step method to redirect their 
behaviour. I like the language that is used and 

would like to try and get in the habit of using this. 
– Kirsty, Early Childhood Educator

“I loved our Connect.Ed project as I felt like 
my practice has been improved since start-
ing. Understanding a"achments and brain 

development has helped me support chil-
dren be"er and understand their needs.”

- Kate, Early Childhood Educator
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Car 
Safety

Before you head 
out this summer. . .

Did you know… transport accidents are the number one cause of injury-related deaths in 
children aged up to 14 years?

0NIXFKJ�8&�WJHTRRJSIX�MF[NSL�^TZW�HMNQI�HFW�WJXYWFNSYܪ�YYJI�G^�F�UWTKJXXNTSFQ�YT�JSXZWJ�YMFY�NY�NX�HTWWJHYQ^�NSXYFQQJI��
Kidsafe SA can help you with this – call them on (08) 7089 8554. 

WHICH RESTRAINT DO I USE FOR MY CHILD?

0 - 6 MONTHS
2ZXY�ZXJ�F�WJFW\FWI�KFHNSL�WJXYWFNSY�YMFY�NX�UWTUJWQ^�
�^Y�YMJ�HMNQIѣX�GTIܪ�YYJI�YT�YMJ�[JMNHQJ�FSI�FIOZXYJI�YTܪ
correctly.
Best Practice Recommendations
Keep your baby in a rearward-facing child car restraint 
until they have reached the maximum size limits (shoul-
der markers).
Why? Infants have relatively large heads and weak 
necks which put them at particularly high risk of serious 
injuries. Rear-facing restraints provide the required head 
and neck support that a child needs.

6 MONTHS - 4 YEARS
Use either a rearward-facing restraint OR a forward-fac-
ing child restraint with an inbuilt harness, that is proper-
Q^ܪ�YYJI�YT�YMJ�[JMNHQJ�FSI�FIOZXYJI�YTܪ�Y�YMJ�HMNQIѣX�GTI^�
correctly.
Best Practice Recommendation
Keep your child in a forward-facing child restraint with 
an inbuilt harness until the child reaches the maximum 
size limit of the restraint before progressing to the next 
stage.

4 - 7 YEARS
Use either a forward-facing child restraint with inbuilt 
harness OR a booster seat with a properly fasted and 
adjusted seatbelt.
Best Practice Recommendation
Keep your child in a child car restraint until they reach 
the maximum size limit of the restraint.

OVER 7 YEARS
Use either a booster seat with a properly fastened and 
adjusted adult seatbelt OR an adult seat with an adult 
seatbelt.
Best Practice Recommendation
Check to see if they can safely use an adult seatbelt or 
if a booster seat is still needed, even if they have turned 
7 years of age.

If your child has outgrown the child car restraint with 
the inbuilt harness or the dedicated booster seat, please 
HFWW^�TZY�YMJ�Ѣܪ[J�XYJU�YJXYѣ�YT�JSXZWJ�^TZW�HMNQI�NX�WJFI^�
to comfortably sit with an adult seatbelt.

<MJWJ�YTܪ�SI�MJQU�
• 0NIXFKJ�8&�HFSܪ�Y�^TZW�GFG^ѣX�XJFY�FSI�YJFHM�^TZ�MT\�YT�

ZXJ�NY�KJJX�FUUQ^�
• 0NIXFKJ�8&�FQXT�MNWJ�GFG^�HFUXZQJX�KTW�^TZW�SJ\�GFG^�

KJJX�FUUQ^�
• (FQQ�ZX�TS���������������TW�[NXNY�\\\�PNIXFKJXF�HTR�FZ�
• ;NXNY�TZW�0NIXFKJ�(JSYWJ�ў������8NW�)TSFQI�'WFIRFS�)WN[J��

-NQYTS�8&
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Early Childhood Outreach is run by Andrea Brough-
ton. Andrea has a background as an Early Childhood 
and Primary teacher, and also has over ten years’ ex-
perience as an Early Intervention Professional, working 
with families of children with developmental delays and 
disabilities.

Early Childhood Outreach’s suite of training presenta-
tions develops the theme ‘The more we know, the better 
we can offer support’. Each presentation helps us to get 
to know the child through focussed observations, and 
through building our skills in looking at the world from 
their perspective.

Each presentation focusses on a different area:

Supporting Communication
Once we have a good understanding of how a child is 
communicating – whether verbally, with gestures, or 
using communication supports, such as visuals – then 
we can match our style and complexity of language to 
theirs to maximise engagement and understanding.
 
Sensory Processing and the ‘A SECRET’ Frame-
work & Autism - Seeing the Big Picture
Once we understand the way different people expe-
rience information from their senses, and some of 
the cognitive and social challenges faced by Autistic 
people, we can build in adaptations to our environments 
XT�YMFY�&11�UJTUQJ�HFS�UFWYNHNUFYJ�\NYMTZY�KJJQNSL�T[JW-
whelmed by the challenges of the space. 

Observing and Supporting Play
Once we observe how children are engaging with the 
play experiences in our Early Childhood settings and at 
home, and understand the different skills needed for 
each different play level, we can add supports and ex-
YJSXNTS�TUUTWYZSNYNJX�XT�YMFY�&11�HMNQIWJS�HFS�JSLFLJ�
with the program at the level which best suits their 
abilities and interests. 

Understand the Child, Understand the Challeng-
ing Behaviour
Only once we have a good base of information about 
the child can we consider how best to support challeng-
ing behaviour. The question ‘Why does the child throw 
things across the room?’ could have many different 
answers, which might include: 

• They are unable to verbally communicate frustra-
tion, 

• They are seeking deep proprioception through their 
joints and muscles,

• They are unable to cope emotionally when some-
thing has not happened in the way they expected it 
to, or 

• 9MJ^�MF[J�\TWPJI�TZY�YMFY�YMNX�NX�F�XZWJܪ�WJ�\F^�TK�
getting an adult to come over and help them.

Collecting as much information from our observations, 
discussions with family, support from therapists and 
input from the child is key to success.  

'LIƓFXOW�&RQYHUVDWLRQV�Ŋ�)LQGLQJ�:D\V�WR�&ROODER-
rate with Families
Building connections between families, therapists 
and educators is so important for the wellbeing of all. 
Sharing information about successful strategies, using 
consistent approaches and working together as a team 
YT�QJFWS�RTWJ �QJFIX�YT�NSHWJFXJI�HTSܪIJSHJ�FSI�MFUUN-
ness for everyone involved, especially the child. 

All of Early Childhood Outreach’s training is available 
as on-demand pre-recorded content. There are also 
webinars available for live sessions and an opportunity 
to ask questions. 

understanding, connection 
and support

 Knowledge
leads to
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____________________________________
&SIWJF�NX�YMJ�KTZSIJW�FSI�8JSNTW�.SHQZXNTS�(TSXZQYFSY�TK�*FWQ^�
(MNQIMTTI�4ZYWJFHM��*FWQ^�(MNQIMTTI�4ZYWJFHM�XZUUTWYX�NSHQZ-
XNTS�TK�HMNQIWJS�\NYM�SJZWTIN[JWLJSHJ��IJ[JQTURJSYFQ�IJQF^X�
TW�INXFGNQNYNJX�NS�*FWQ^�(MNQIMTTI�XJYYNSLX�YMWTZLM�GZNQINSL�YMJ�
PST\QJILJ�FSI�HFUFHNY^�TK�YMJ�*IZHFYTWX��FSI�J[JW^TSJ�FWTZSI�
the child. *FWQ^�(MNQQIMTTI�4ZYWJFHM�\FX�GTWS�TZY�TK�F�WJFQNXF-
YNTS�YMFY�RFS^�*FWQ^�(MNQIMTTI�*IZHFYTWX�NS�WJLNTSFQ�FSI�WZWFQ�
FWJFX�\JWJ�ZSFGQJ�YT�FHHJXX�YWFNSNSL�FSI�HTFHMNSL�FX�JFXNQ^�FX�
YMJNW�HNY^�HTZSYJWUFWYX��IZJ�YT�YMJ�GFWWNJW�TK�INXYFSHJ��

:XNSL�F�WFSLJ�TK�XYWFYJLNJX�NSHQZINSL�JSHTZWFLNSL�XJW[NHJX�YT�
\TWP�YTLJYMJW��*FWQ^�(MNQIMTTI�4ZYWJFHM�NX�XZHHJXXKZQQ^�XZU-
UTWYNSL�*IZHFYTWX�\NYM�HTXY�JKKJHYN[J�XTQZYNTSX�

&X�FS�TWLFSNXFYNTS��*FWQ^�(MNQIMTTI�4ZYWJFHM�ZXJX�Fܫ�J]NGQJ�
FUUWTFHM��YFNQTWNSL�XZUUTWY�YT�YMJ�XYWJSLYMX�FSI�HMFQQJSLJX�TK�
JFHM�NSIN[NIZFQ�HJSYWJ�FSI�LWTZU�TK�JIZHFYTWX�

_______________
Words: Andrea Broughton

Scan here 
to book 

your 
tickets

In 2023, Early 
Childhood Outreach 
will be returning to 

face to face large events.                            
Some dates have already been 

announced.  If you would like to see 
any of these presentations live in 

your area, please contact us directly. 
Coaching support for teams of ed-

ucators are also available.  Visit 
our website and click the 

‘Services’ tab for more 
information. 

Anyone in SA 
booking a presen-

tation in their centre in 
the week beginning 27th 

February 2023 will only be 
charged travel from the 
SA-Vic border, a saving 

of over $400Join us online:

Sensory Processing and the ‘A SECRET’ Framework
Monday 6th February 2023 (6-8.30pm AEDST)

$50 per person +GST

'LIƓFXOW�&RQYHUVDWLRQV�Ŋ�)LQGLQJ�:D\V�WR�&ROODERUDWH�ZLWK�
Families

Wednesday 22 February 2023 (6-7.30pm AEDST)
$40 per person +GST

$XWLVP�Ŋ�6HHLQJ�WKH�%LJ�3LFWXUH
Thursday 23rd March 2023 (6-8pm AEDST) 

$50 per person +GST

8QGHUVWDQG�WKH�&KLOG��8QGHUVWDQG�WKH�&KDOOHQJLQJ�%HKDYLRXU
Tuesday 7th March 2023 (6-7.30pm AEDST)

$40 per person +GST

Join us face to face:
for two of our most popular presentations together on one 

day!

Ō$�6(&5(7ō�DQG�8QGHUVWDQGLQJ�&KDOOHQJLQJ�%HKDYLRXU

What’s incuded:
4 hours of training, a delicious lunch, and an opportunity to 

network with others from across your region. Suitable for edu-
cators, carers / parents, MCH nurses, Allied Health Profession-

als or anyone working with children of Preschool or Primary 
school ages.

Events will be held on Saturdays to allow multiple educators 
IURP�RQH�FHQWUH�WR�DWWHQG�ZLWKRXW�FRQFHUQV�IRU�EDFNƓOO��DQG�VR�

those who travel big distances can do so safely.

Price:
$200 per person +GST (tickets are limited)

When:
25th February 2023 – Warrnambool

4th March 2023 – Mildura
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Childhood dementia are two words we would not ex-
pect to sit sidebyside. Sadly though, childhood demen-
tia is a real, devastating and currently incurable disease. 
South Australian mum, Renee, like many of us, had 
never heard of the disorder until she recently discov-
ered that all three of her children are living with it.
For parents, the diagnosis usually comes as a total 
shock. They may have noticed some minor develop-
mental delays, but do not expect to hear that their child 
is terminally ill, or that there is no cure for the illness.
To make matters worse for these families, childhood 
dementia is currently drastically underfunded and over-
looked, meaning that there has been little government 
KZSINSL�KTW�WJXJFWHM�YTܪ�SI�YWJFYRJSYX�FSI�HZWJX��.Y�
also means that there is little care and support offered 
to those affected.

The Childhood Dementia Initiative (CDI) states that re-
cent analysis of federal government research funding in 
&ZXYWFQNF�MFX�WJ[JFQJI�XNLSNܪHFSY�NSJVZNY^�GJY\JJS�HMNQI�
illnesses. According to the analysis, we lose nearly as 
many children to childhood dementia as we do to can-
cer. And yet, the disease is reported to receive 20 times 
less funding than childhood cancer.

Without a cure, and still little acknowledgement of the 
disease, parents like Renee are forced to grapple with 
the reality that their children will gradually deteriorate as 
a result of progressive brain damage. Children with the 
disease gradually lose skills such as the ability to write, 
read, talk, walk and play. Their brains also lose the abili-
ty to keep the body functioning properly and, eventually, 
to keep the body alive. Unfairly, with the state of current 
research funding and support, these children may not 
live beyond 18.

With the support from people like you, we are hoping to 
make a difference in the life of Renee and
her three beautiful children, as well as other families 
affected by the disease. To do so, we are currently 
hosting a GoFundraise campaign, where you can make 
a donation with just a few simple clicks. We encourage 
you to please donate to this campaign and we urge 
you to do so today. This is an incredibly worthy cause, 
surrounding a health issue that has been overlooked 
for far too long now.

Childhood 
Dementia

H e l p  u s  i n  th e  f i g h t  a ga i n s t
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Little Heroes Foundation is a South Aus-
WUDOLDQ�EDVHG�QRW�IRU�SURƓW�RUJDQLVDWLRQ�
that supports the physical and mental 
health of children.

Little Heroes Foundation have been 
supporting seriously ill children for 26 
years. They have contributed close to 
$40 million towards new equipment and 
facilities mainly at Adelaide’s Women’s 
and Children’s Hospital (WCH), which has 
funded major pieces of equipment and 
refurbishments.

Recently, Little Heroes Foundation have 
partnered with Breakthrough Mental Health 
Research Foundation and together with sup-
port from Flinders University’s Professor Philip 
Slee and Dr. Grace Skrzypiec, they have devel-
oped the Big Talks for Little People campaign 
– an online mental health module for primary 
school age students (7-12 years) within South 
Australia and the Northern Territory. The 
program focuses on prevention through early 
and meaningful education, covering topics 
RQ��FRQŴLFW�UHVROXWLRQ��UHVLOLHQFH��UHODWLRQVKLS�
building, problem-solving, optimism and 
mental health literacy. The Foundation has 
also seen the installation of Friendship Bench-
es in many schools, providing children with a 
physical space where they can have conversa-
tions with each other about mental health.

/LWWOH�+HURHV�)RXQGDWLRQ�LV�D�QRW�IRU�SURƓW�
and relies heavily on the support of the com-
munity and their Corporate Sponsors. It is 
everyday people like you that help us make 
a difference in the lives of children and their 
families who need it most.

Any donation - whether big or small - is 
hugely appreciated and will directly impact 
Renee’s family and others affected by child-
hood dementia.

Scan 
here to 
donate
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Imagine Childcare & Kindergarten Blakeview is an 
84-place childcare centre located in Blakeview, South 
Australia. The centre has been operating for two years. 
We currently have 174 children enrolled and employ 
thirty-seven staff. 

Whilst the Connect.Ed Training was a centre wide initia-
tive, I will be discussing the effects of the training from 
the perspective of the Kindergarten Classroom. Our Kin-
dergarten Team consists of two Educators who have 
WJHJSYQ^�HTRUQJYJI�YMJNW�(JWYNܪHFYJ���VZFQNܪHFYNTSX��FSI�
myself, an Early Childhood Teacher with over 35 years 
of experience. 

When I arrived at the centre in September 2021, the Kin-
dergarten Classroom was experiencing challenges with 
some of the children’s behaviour. This had begun to 
leave team members feeling downhearted and frustrat-
ed. Some of the behaviours displayed, included aggres-
sion toward peers and staff and a lack of resilience. 

After implementing more structure by incorporating a 
routine and some non-negotiable guidelines, we did see 
XTRJ�NRUWT[JRJSY��-T\J[JW��\J�XYNQQ�KJQY�YMFY�\J�HTZQI�
be better meeting the needs of the children. When we 
heard that we would be undertaking Connect.Ed Train-
NSL��XYFKK�\JWJ�FUUWJMJSXN[J�FYܪ�WXY��ZSXZWJ�NK�FSTYMJW�
behaviour management program was the answer that 
was needed. 

Chloe was the Child Development Practitioner allocated 
to our service. Chloe has a background in childcare, so 
immediately many of the staff felt a connection with 
her, feeling that she understood what we were all expe-
riencing. Chloe always showed empathy and encour-
agement. She would point out the positive rather than 
the negative. Chloe’s passion and enthusiasm helped 
staff to embrace the support from Connect.Ed.

The Kindergarten Classroom Educators then con-
sciously set out to form solid connections between 
themselves and the children. We got down on the 
children’s level and listened intently to them. We gave 
more hugs or a gentle reassuring hand on a shoulder or 
back. We started to observe interactions more closely. 
We started to notice patterns in behaviour leading up to 
the disruptive behaviour. And, as the Educators fostered 
relationships with the children, they in turn began to 
seek connection with the Educators in productive and 
positive, rather than disruptive, ways.

We designed a Calm Corner consisting of cushions, 
throws, cuddly toys, sensory toys, and books. We 
draped a large piece of material from the ceiling and 
softened the fabric with netting and fairy lights. We 
added a diffuser to add calming aromas to the space. 
We also placed pastel inspirational posters, including 
deep breathing techniques, which we implemented with 
YMJ�HMNQIWJS�ZXNSL�YMJNWܪ�SLJWX�YT�YWFHJ�\MNQJ�GWJFYMNSL�
in and out.

After reducing ‘visual noise’, we discovered that we 
were able to hear and observe the needs of the children. 
For some children it was obvious what was needed.

Imagine Childcare and Kindergarten
Service Spotlight

Early Childhood Education and Care 

9MJ�HJSYWJѣX�SJ\�ѢHFQR�HTWSJWѣ�\MNHM�YMJ^�HWJFYJI�\NYM�XZUUTWY�KWTR�
Connect.Ed

36
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-T\J[JW��XTRJ�HMNQIWJS�YTTP�F�QNYYQJ�QTSLJW��FSI�XTRJ�
children we are still discovering the strategies needed.

I would never wish to imply it was as easy as setting up 
a calm corner and spending some more time talking 
with each child. It was the time taken examining our 
own beliefs regarding behaviour, trauma, and con-
SJHYNTS��\MNHM�UWTRTYJI�ZX�YT�VZJXYNTS��WJܫJHY��FSI�
address our own belief system. This is challenging, as 
we all have a wide and diverse series of events which 
has embedded these beliefs in us. The Connect.Ed 
Project challenged our belief systems and asked us to 
open ourselves to look a little deeper. We discovered it 
was well worth the effort to undertake the Connect.Ed 
Training, for the children in our Kindergarten Classroom 
and our Kindergarten Team too.

_______________
Words: Sue Mellier

____________________________________________
8ZJ�NX�FS�*FWQ^�(MNQIMTTI�9JFHMJW�FY�.RFLNSJ�(MNQIHFWJ�FSI�
Kindergarten.

9MJ�.SST[FYN[J�8TQZYNTSX�8ZUUTWY�.88��KZSINSL�NX�F[FNQFGQJ�
YMWTZLM�YMJ�.SHQZXNTS�8ZUUTWY�5WTLWFR�.85��YT�FXXNXY�JQNLNGQJ�
JFWQ^�HMNQIMTTI�JIZHFYNTS�FSI�HFWJ�XJW[NHJX�YT�KZSI�NSST[F-
YN[Jܫ��J]NGQJ�FSI�WJXUTSXN[J�XTQZYNTSX�YT�GFWWNJWX�YT�NSHQZXNTS�

FSI�JRGJI�NSHQZXN[J�UWFHYNHJX�

.SST[FYN[J�8TQZYNTSX�8ZUUTWY�UWT[NIJXܫ�J]NGQJ�KZSINSL�YT�JR-
UT\JW�XJW[NHJX�YT�HFWJKZQQ^�HTSXNIJW�YMJNW�NSHQZXNTS�HMFQQJSLJX�

FSI�YFPJ�TS�FS�FHYN[J�WTQJ�NSܪ�SINSL�XTQZYNTSX�FSI�GZNQI�YMJNW�
HFUFHNY^�FSI�HFUFGNQNY^�YT�NSHQZIJ�HMNQIWJS�\NYM�FIINYNTSFQ�

needs.

+TW�RTWJ�NSKTWRFYNTS�FGTZY�YMJ�KZSINSL��UQJFXJ�HTSYFHY�YMJ�
8TZYM�&ZXYWFQNF�.SHQZXNTS�&LJSH^ inclusion@gowriesa.org.au

(TSSJHY�*I�HFS�XZUUTWY�JFWQ^�HMNQIMTTI�JIZHFYNTS�FSI�HFWJ�
XJW[NHJX�YT�NRUQJRJSY�YWFZRF�NSKTWRJI�UWFHYNHJ��ZXNSL�F�

WJLZQFYTW^�FSI�WJQFYNTSXMNU�GFXJI�FUUWTFHM��9MNX�FUUWTFHM�NX�
INKKJWJSY�YT�F�ѢYWFINYNTSFQѣ�GJMF[NTZW�RFSFLJRJSY�FUUWTFHM�

FSI��NSXYJFI��KTHZXJX�TS�XZUUTWYNSL�HMNQIWJS�YT�WJLZQFYJ�
YMJNW�JRTYNTSFQ�J]UJWNJSHJX�ZXNSL�YMJNW�JRTYNTSFQ�HTS-

SJHYNTS�\NYM�*IZHFYTWX�

+TW�RTWJ�NSKTWRFYNTS�FGTZY�FHHJXXNSL�XZUUTWY�
KWTR�(TSSJHY�*I��UQJFXJ�HTSYFHY�admin@

connecteducation.info
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Let  
Jim’s Laundry

take a  
load off!

pick up 
and  

delivery

Free

131 546jimslaundryservices.com.au

FRANCHISES 
AVAILABLE

#takealoadoff


